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1-800-222-TIPS (8477)
Text TIP202 and your information to CRIMES(274637)

Leave Secure Web Tips at WWW.CRIMESTOPPERS.NS.CA
Nova Scotia Crime Stoppers has solved serious crimes throughout Nova Scotia, such as murder, aggravated
sexual assault, fraud, arson, smuggling, illegal tobacco and drug dealing since the program’s inception in
1987. You name it, and our anonymous tipsters have solved it. We can proudly say that no matter where you
live in Nova Scotia, whether you’re served by the RCMP or a municipal police service, Crime Stoppers has
played a significant role in identifying criminals and bringing them to justice.

Nova Scotia Crime Stoppers is proud of its successful partnership with the public, the police community, and
the media, which has proven to be an invaluable tool in identifying criminals and bringing them to justice. 

Nova Scotia Crime Stoppers has proven its worth many times over to our police and other law enforcement
agencies.
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Crime Stoppers helps to solve a crime every 14 minutes somewhere in
the world.

In July 1976, Greg MacAleese, a Canadian-born police officer in
Albuquerque, New Mexico was investigating a robbery/murder that
took place on a Friday night at a local Phillips 66 gas station in a well-
traveled part of town. The victim, Michael Carmen, was only two weeks
from marrying his high school sweetheart, and was filling in for a friend
who needed that shift off that night. Michael had cooperated with the
robbers and turned over the $36 in the till, but they shot him anyway.
Michael died four hours later.

MacAleese was frustrated that no one would come forward with
information on this crime. He determined that there were two reasons
for the public’s lack of confidence in their police department: (1)
Citizens were apathetic. In other words, “why bother,” or “what’s in it
for me?” 
(2) Fear of criminal retaliation. Many citizens in Albuquerque believed
that if they came forward with information, they might be the next
victim. 

Determined that this case could be solved, MacAleese approached his
Chief of Police, local businesses and the media with the idea that to
overcome apathy by having local businesses offer a cash award as an
incentive for anyone with information to call police. To overcome fear
of criminal retaliation, they would offer callers complete anonymity. A
local television station agreed to re-enact this crime in September. The
re-enactment aired at approximately 10:45p.m. during their newscast,
and by 8:00a.m. the next morning, the crime was solved. 

Impressed with the results, MacAleese sought the support of the Chief
of Police to continue this type of approach to solving crimes. The chief
agreed that if Crime Stoppers could solve 30 serious crimes by the end
of the year he would consider making it permanent and part of
Albuquerque Police Department’s fight against crime. In fact, in the
next four months, Crime Stoppers solved 300 crimes! Crime Stoppers
took off! And the program grew so much that by October 1980, Crime
Stoppers USA had 59 programs.

Then in August 1983, Crime Stoppers International was formed to
reflect the worldwide interest in this unique program. Today, there are
more than 1,700 programs worldwide and that all operate in exactly the
same way. We offer cash awards and complete anonymity.

THE STORY OF 
CRIME STOPPERS

STATISTICS
2016 @ SEPT 30 TO DATE

Persons Arrested 66 3,220
Charges Laid 187 7,043
Cases Cleared 85 5,764
Fugitives Arrested 8 431
Total Calls 6264 121,120

Property Recovered $219,385 $4,955,341
Arson Solved 0 $1,245,601
Fraud Solved 0 $333,869
Drugs Seized $548,722 $13,202,599
Tobacco Seized $456,160 $1,994,664
Awards Paid 6,300 $265,310

CALL:  1-800-222-TIPS (8477)
TEXT:    TIP162 PLUS YOUR MESSAGE TO 274637 (CRIMES)
WEB:  WWW.CRIMESTOPPERS.NS.CA

The Crime Stoppers programs were launched in November 1987 with a
program for mainland Nova Scotia and a second for Cape Breton Island. Not
unlike the first Crime Stoppers in Albuquerque, our programs took off. We
can boast that we’ve solved such serious crimes as murder, aggravated sexual
assault, fraud, arson, smuggling and drug dealing. You name it, and our
anonymous tipsters have solved it. We proudly say that no matter where you
live in Nova Scotia, whether you’re served by the RCMP or a municipal police
service, Crime Stoppers has played a significant role in identifying criminals
and bringing them to justice. Later in this article, I will share some of the many
cases solved by anonymous tipsters.
Very early in our history, we identified the persons responsible for the murder
of a man. The motive for that crime was robbery. The victim was robbed of a
small amount of money and through the efforts of a tipster who overheard the
perpetrators discuss their crime and, specifically, how they committed it, was
so valuable to police that they were able to make two arrests. Eventually, both
pleaded guilty.
Another case involving a vicious assault was solved through the efforts of a
tipster who was able to provide us with the name of the assailant based on a
specific description of the attacker.
Several years ago, Crime Stoppers identified several people involved in an
elaborate debit card scam which, at that time, had cost the banking institution
several thousand dollars in losses. The tipster was able to provide precise
details on how this group was defrauding the bank.

Police believe that approximately 80% of criminal activity is drug related. So
Crime Stoppers is always proud of any drug seizure attributed to our program.
We are very proud that to date, we have been responsible for removing over
$12,000,000.00 in illegal drugs out of the hands of our youth. Included in
those seizures is everything from street level dealing as well as sophisticated
growing operations. A cocaine seizure in the mid 1990’s was valued at
$400,000.00. More importantly, police seized several automatic weapons and
the persons arrested were high-ranking members of an organized crime group
in another part of Canada.
The Insurance Bureau of Canada estimates that approximately 15% of
insurance claims are fraudulent. This is a crime that costs us all. There are
several cases on the Crime Stoppers books where we have identified people
who have engineered their own crime and insurance claim and because of the
assistance of our tipsters, Crime Stoppers were able to provide police with
specific details of how the so-called crime was committed, what the suspects
were claiming in losses and most importantly, where the personal items were
actually hidden.
Arson is perhaps one of the most difficult cases to solve because during the
commission of the offense not only is property destroyed but so is evidence.
We were very fortunate at Crime Stoppers to solve several cases of arson, but
one that we are proud of involved property in the valley area of the province.
The tipster told Crime Stoppers how the fire was set, what was used as an
accelerant, and others who were present and witnessed this crime. The tipster
provided the suspect’s name and that the suspect had been seriously burned,
along with the fact that they received treatment at another hospital in the
province. The suspect did not receive treatment at a local hospital so as not to
draw attention to them.
These are just a few of our accomplishments. Crime Stoppers’ tipsters have
assisted many investigative/enforcement agencies in this province and
beyond. Yet in the numbers below, less than 30% of our callers ask for the cash
reward. This phenomenon is almost true with all Crime Stoppers programs
worldwide.

NOVA SCOTIA CRIME STOPPERS

ORIGINS

OUR 
MISSION

STATEMENT

Crime Stoppers promotes the reduction of crime through community based effort to provide appropriate
authorities with the information needed to lay charges against those responsible. Crime Stoppers
endeavors to encourage the community to assist local law enforcement agencies in the fight against crime
by overcoming two key elements that inhibit community involvement: Fear and Apathy. 
Our goal is to make our communities a safer place to live and conduct business.
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UNSOLVEDCRIMES
SHOPLIFTING – ANTIGONISH
Sometime between August 28 and August 30, 2016, there was a theft at the Superstore in
Antigonish. RCMP Antigonish is trying to identify and locate a person of interest in the following
photo.

BREAK ENTER & THEFT – SPRINGFIELD, ANNAPOLIS CO
At around 1:00a.m. on Tuesday, September 6, 2016, someone broke into Tammy’s Country
Store in Springfield, NS. A quantity of alcohol was stolen and damage was done to the store.

SHOPLIFTING – PICTOU
On March 2, 2016, an unknown male, relatively well dressed, with the bottoms of his jeans rolled
up, possibly holes in jeans, entered Fulmore’s Pharmacy. The suspect walked to the over the
counter cold medication aisle and took three specific boxes of cold medication off the shelf,
looking on the shelf for other similar boxes. The suspect then walked down an aisle, sliding the
three boxes under his jacket just as he walked out of the store and got into a vehicle described as
a newer model Acura SUV, black in color, possibly New Brunswick plates.

If you have any information about these unsolved crimes we encourage you to report it to Crime Stoppers by calling the toll free
tips line anytime at 1-800-222-8477(TIPS).

Your call will always remain anonymous and you may be eligible for a cash reward.
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COLDCASES

If you have any information about these cold cases we encourage you to report it to Crime Stoppers by calling the toll free
tips line anytime at 1-800-222-8477(TIPS).

Your call will always remain anonymous and you may be eligible for a cash reward.

Naricho Clayton
On April 19, 2016, at approximately 10:55p.m., officers responded to the area of Gottingen Street
in Halifax after hearing gunfire nearby. Officers located a vehicle that had left the roadway on
Gottingen Street and discovered two male victims inside. Both males appeared to have been shot.
Naricho Clayton was pronounced dead at the scene and the other male suffered serious injuries.
Mr. Clayton’s death was ruled a homicide as a result of being shot.

Daniel Baker
On December 12, 1997, at approximately 11:00p.m., Daniel Baker left a residence on Preston
Street, Halifax, and was going to walk to a local restaurant on Quinpool Road. It has not been
confirmed if Mr. Baker made it to his destination and he has not been heard from since.

Joseph Cameron
On March 29, 2016, at approximately 5:23a.m., police responded to a report of shots fired in the
Spring Avenue/Mount Edward Road area of Dartmouth. Officers located a deceased male on a
sidewalk later identified as Joseph Cameron. Mr. Cameron's death was ruled a homicide as a
result of being shot.
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SCHOOLPROGRAMS
Modeled along the same lines as the original Crime Stoppers
Program is the Crime Stoppers Program for this province’s high
schools.
Research has shown us that high school is much the same as any
other community in the province. School administration and
students face many similar issues that are crime related. Minor
thefts, vandalism, mischief, such as bomb-scares and setting off
fire alarms, drug dealing, liquor offences and bullying. Some
schools are so large that they even have their own dedicated police
officer at the school for immediate response or assistance.
So where does Crime Stoppers fit with school crime? The answer
is simple. We offer the same guarantees as our regular program,
in that all callers are offered complete anonymity and cash awards.
We do not tape or trace calls. We do not subscribe to any form of
call identification. The only difference is that our award schedule
for high school crime is from $25 – $200 and quite often the
school administration will deal with some of these matters
internally through suspension, detention or compensation for
damages. Crime Stoppers still consider these solved crimes and
the callers will qualify for the cash awards.
We’ve been doing high school presentations since 1993, and have
seen many successes with this unique approach to solving crime.
For example, we’ve solved such crimes as theft, drug dealing, and
false alarms. We’ve even identified a student who called in a bomb-
scare moments before a high-ranking politician was to visit the
school.

If you have any information about crimes committed in high schools we encourage you to report it to Crime Stoppers by
calling the toll free tips line anytime at 1-800-222-8477(TIPS)

Your call will always remain anonymous and you may be eligible for a cash reward.

There is another benefit to having a Crime Stoppers Program in
our high schools. Quite often, catching young people getting
involved in crime can be the ‘wake up’ call they need.
And remember, at Crime Stoppers, we want real information
about real crime. Like any other crime reported to Crime
Stoppers, the information has to be corroborated through other
sources, such as the school administration confirming that they
did, in fact, have a report of a stolen article, alarm, etc.
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COLDCASES

If you have any information about these unsolved crimes we encourage you to report it to Crime Stoppers by calling the toll free
tips line anytime at 1-800-222-8477(TIPS).

Your call will always remain anonymous and you may be eligible for a cash reward.

Glenn Bourgeois
On July 21 , 2007, at approximately 4:00p.m., Halifax Regional Police were sent to investigate a
complaint about gunshots fired in the Maynard and Woodill Street area. The police found Glenn
Bourgeois when they arrived at the scene. Mr. Bourgeois received several gunshot wounds and
later died from his injuries. The police investigation revealed that two black males were seen
fleeing the area immediately after the shooting, one of which had a firearm in his hand.

Nathan Ross Cross
On April 24, 2011, members of the RCMP responded to reports of gunshots fired, and a male
wounded, on Churchill Terrace, North Preston. When officers arrived, they located a 21-year-old,
Nathan Cross, unconscious and unresponsive. Mr. Cross was transported to hospital by
paramedics and passed away from the gunshot wound he received. The investigation revealed
that Mr. Cross had been injured while standing outside with a group of individuals when a suspect
ambushed the group, firing several shots at them.

Edward William Phalen
At approximately 7:45p.m. on October 25, 2011, Mr. Phalen left his home on Mechanic Street,
Trenton, and drove to the local convenience store. Mr. Phalen was shot and killed minutes later
outside his residence. Police believe that the suspect(s) were waiting for Mr. Phalen to return
home. Witnesses heard gunshots and saw a suspect fleeing the scene on foot. At the time of the
shooting, Mr. Phalen's wife and children were inside their home.
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COLDCASES

If you have any information about these unsolved crimes we encourage you to report it to Crime Stoppers by calling the toll free
tips line anytime at 1-800-222-8477(TIPS).

Your call will always remain anonymous and you may be eligible for a cash reward.

Kevin James Bowser
On July 10, 2004, at approximately 10:00p.m., police responded to a report of a shooting in the
area of 5450 Uniacke Street, Halifax. Upon police arrival, the victim, Kevin James BOWSER, was
found laying in front of 5446 Uniacke Street, having suffered from gun shot wounds. Mr.
BOWSER was pronounced dead shortly thereafter.

Tanya Brooks
On May 11, 2009, at about 2:00p.m., the body of Tanya Jean Brooks (AKA Tanya Lynch) was
found deceased, the victim of a homicide, in a basement window well of St. Pat’s Alexandra,
Halifax. Tanya was known to frequent the Gottingen Street area and was last seen on the day of
May 10, 2009, when she left the Halifax Regional Police Headquarters at 1975 Gottingen Street
at about 8:20p.m.

Troy Cook
Troy Cook has been missing since June 12, 1998. At approximately 10:00 am on June 11, 1998,
Mr. Cook was dropped off near his apartment, 1 Victoria Street, Truro, by his father. At
10:30a.m., Mrs. Sharon Tucker, an employee at the Atlantic Superstore, received a call from a
person claiming to be Troy Cook. Mrs. Tucker is certain that the caller was Mr. Cook, but recalled
that he sounded different. Mr. Cook advised her that he would not be into work for his evening
shift.
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ELDERABUSE

SOME MYTHS AND FACTS ABOUT ELDER ABUSE:

JUNE 2017
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How Can Crime Stoppers Help?
People often feel that Elder
Abuse is a family matter or
fear that interference will
make the problem worse.
These attitudes only enable
the problem to get worse
and consequences to those
we should respect most in
our society could be fatal.

What is Elder Abuse?
Elder Abuse is any action which causes harm to or neglect of an
older person. It can take the form of physical abuse (defined as any
violent act that causes physical injury and/or taking the form of
neglect), psychological abuse (such as name calling, treating older
people like children, scolding or denying access to friends and
family) or financial abuse (i.e., when seniors are forced to sign over
control of their money, homes, assets or wills).
The most scary part of Elder Abuse is that it is often perpetrated by
a care giver, neighbour, family member or close friend.

If you have any information about Elder Abuse, we encourage you to report it to Crime Stoppers by calling

the toll free tips line anytime at 1-800-222-8477(TIPS)
Your call will always remain anonymous and you may be eligible for a cash reward.

MYTHS:
Older people could leave if they wanted to leave.
Spousal abuse stops at the age of 60.
Older people are usually sick, frail and need care.

FACTS:
Victims and abusers come from all geographic, economic, social
and cultural backgrounds.
Victims may not disclose abuse because they feel ashamed, guilty,
fearful, or they wish to protect the abuser.
Victims often rationalize their abuse by blaming themselves in the
belief that they once hurt the abuser.
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UNSOLVEDCRIMES
SHOPLIFTING – LOWER SACKVILLE
This person was caught on camera while in Lawton’s on Sackville Drive, they were putting items
in her purse. When they left the store, the item was dropped in the parking lot.

ROBBERY – KENTVILLE
On July 19, 2016 at 1:00a.m., the Kentville Police Service responded to a robbery at the Ultramar
Corner Store on Park Street. Preliminary investigation revealed a white male with an athletic
build (muscular), about 5’7″‐5’8″ tall, between 170‐180lbs., wearing a black ball hat, grey muscle
shirt, blue jeans and sneakers entered the store demanding money. The suspect disguised his
face, but did not appear to have weapon. The suspect exited the store with several packages of
cigarettes and fled on foot. The clerk was not harmed during the incident.

STOLEN TRUCK – LUNENBURG, CO
Sometime after 10:00p.m. Friday, June 3, 2016, a 2004 Chevrolet Blazer was stolen from School
St. in New Germany. The green Blazer had black fenders and a noticeable lift kit with oversized
tires.  The Blazer may have been seen ‘burning rubber’ off the tires before it was found abandoned
on the Rails to Trails about 1km north of the Goose Chase Rd. The Blazer was found on its roof
on Saturday, June 4 at noon, after it had gone over the railing of the Ross Brook bridge.

If you have any information about these unsolved crimes we encourage you to report it to Crime Stoppers by calling the toll free
tips line anytime at 1-800-222-8477(TIPS).

Your call will always remain anonymous and you may be eligible for a cash reward.
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COLDCASES

If you have any information about these cold cases we encourage you to report it to Crime Stoppers by calling the toll free tips
line anytime at 1-800-222-8477(TIPS).

Your call will always remain anonymous and you may be eligible for a cash reward.

Narico Danfue Downey
At approximately 8:48p.m. on July 29, 2012, RCMP responded to a 911 call of an injured man on
Downey Road in North Preston. Upon responding to the call, police found an adult man suffering
from a gun shot wound. The man was transported to the QEII Hospital where he died of his
injuries.

Leon Anthony Adams
On May 22, 2005, at approximately 4:20a.m., police responded to a report of an injured person in
a residence at 6025 Lady Hammond Road, Halifax. Upon police arrival, the victim, Leon Anthony
Adams, was discovered laying in a hallway, having suffered from a gun shot wound. Mr. Adams,
who lived at 6025 Lady Hammond Road, was transported to the QEII Hospital where he was later
pronounced dead.

Jason Robert Barkhouse
In the early morning of June 26, 1980, culprit(s) entered Mr. Barkhouse's residence in East
Dalhousie and severely assaulted him, resulting in his death. A female acquaintance who was at
the residence at the time of the unlawful entry was also severely assaulted. The investigation
revealed that Mr. Barkhouse had also been assaulted weeks prior to this incident.
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UNSOLVEDCRIMES
THEFT – COLE HARBOUR
On the afternoon of June 27, 2016, this person  entered the
Superstore  on Cole Harbour Road, proceeded to fill up a
grocery cart and then left without paying. This same person
had been in the store the week before attempting to steal
items, but without success.

THEFT FROM VEHICLES – CRESCENT BEACH
On Sunday evening July 17, 2016, three vehicles parked at
Crescent Beach had their windows smashed out and two
purses were stolen. The bank cards from the stolen purses
were immediately used in Bridgewater. 

If you have any information about these unsolved crimes we encourage you to report it to Crime Stoppers by calling the toll free
tips line anytime at 1-800-222-8477(TIPS).

Your call will always remain anonymous and you may be eligible for a cash reward.
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COLDCASES

If you have any information about these unsolved crimes we encourage you to report it to Crime Stoppers by calling the toll free
tips line anytime at 1-800-222-8477(TIPS).

Your call will always remain anonymous and you may be eligible for a cash reward.

Keya Simon
Shortly after 11:00p.m. on January 8, 2011, Halifax Regional Police responded to a report of a
stabbing at 117 Pinecrest Dr., Dartmouth. Officers arrived to find Keya Simon in the front foyer
suffering from a single stab wound to the chest, and a large crowd of people present who were
mostly uncooperative. Ms. Simon later died as a result of the stab wound.

Kaylin Todd Diggs
On August 11, 2012, Halifax Regional Police responded to an assault at the corner of Argyle
Street and Sackville Street. They found 26-year-old Kaylin Diggs unconscious and unresponsive
in the crosswalk. Mr. Diggs was brought to the hospital where he later died from his injuries. The
investigators learned that Mr. Diggs had left a Halifax bar and was injured as he tried to help a
friend who was being assaulted by a group of males. Police believe there are persons who have
information that could result in an arrest and possible charges.

Daniel Newman
On June 1, 2008, at 3:30a.m., Halifax Regional Police were sent to a call behind the YMCA on
Gottingen Street. Daniel Newman was found deceased as a result of stabbing injuries he received.
The police investigation has uncovered little information about who may be responsible for this
crime.
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HUMAN TRAFFICKING IS MODERN-DAY SLAVERY
Human Trafficking is defined as the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt
of persons, by various means of coercion, force, fraud, or the abuse of power, for the purpose
of exploitation. Exploitation typically includes sexual exploitation, forced labour, involuntary
servitude, or slavery. The clandestine nature of Human Trafficking makes it difficult to ascertain
its true magnitude. The United Nations however has estimated that over 700,000 persons are
trafficked annually. Other organizations have put the estimated totals even higher than this.  It
is also estimated that more than half of people who are trafficked annually are children!  Child
victims of trafficking are often exploited for sexual purposes, including prostitution,
pornography and sex tourism. They are also exploited for forced labour, including domestic
servitude, sweatshop factory work and migrant farming.

VICTIMS OF TRAFFICKING CAN BE FOUND IN: 
Commercial sex or prostitution•
Nannies or servants•
Sweatshop factories•

DON’T CLOSE YOUR EYES TO HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Certainly experience has shown that Human Trafficking
occurs in our major cities across Canada, however it is not
exclusively restricted there. Wherever there is a demand
for any of the services referred to in the previous list, it is
conceivable victims can be found there as well. Perhaps in
your own community! Please don’t close your eyes to
Human Trafficking.  If you suspect or know of Human
Trafficking activity, please contact your local Police, or if
you wish to remain anonymous, call your local Crime
Stoppers program at the number below.

ROOT CAUSES
Some of the main causes for trafficking persons into Canada include: an increasing demand for
low cost labour and services across Canada and the United States, poverty, lack of education
and employment opportunities and inequality (gender, nationality)  in countries of origin.

HUMANTRAFFICKING
HOW TO RECOGNIZE A VICTIM

Speak neither Eng lish nor French, or may not speak on their•
own behalf
Originate from a foreign country•
Be unaware of local surroundings even though they have been•
in the area for an extended period of time
Show evidence of control, intimidation or abnormal•
psychological fear
Not be able to move or leave job•
Have bruises or show signs of physical abuse•
Show signs of malnutrition•
Be frequently accompanied by an individual who may be their trafficker•
Be frequently moved by their trafficker•

WHAT IS THE VICTIM’S MIND SET?
The victims may not self-identify as victims of human trafficking. Victims may not appear to
need social services because they have a place to live, food to eat, medical care and what they
think is a paying job; Be taught to distrust outsiders, especially law enforcement. They have a
sense of fear and distrust toward the government and police because they are afraid they will
be deported; Feel better in their current situation than where they came from, even if they are
being exploited; Be completely unaware of their rights or may have been intentionally
misinformed about their right in our country; Fear for their families in their home countries.
Some traffickers threaten that they will harm their families if they report their situations to, or
cooperate with, law enforcement.

OPEN YOUR EYES
Quite often, Human Trafficking is happening right in our own communities and we do not
notice. The reason we do not notice is often due to a lack of familiarity about Human
Trafficking. We encourage you to firstly make yourself aware of the issue of Human Trafficking,
and secondly, help your family and friends be aware. By raising awareness levels throughout all
communities in Canada, we believe we will be able to greatly reduce the incidence and
continuance of Human Trafficking. That is a good thing to do! Please help those victims
already in our midst and help prevent the importation and exploitation of more.
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1-800-222-8477(TIPS) TEXT:  TIP162 PLUS YOUR MESSAGE TO 274637 (CRIMES)
WWW.CRIMESTOPPERS.NS.CA
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ILLEGALTOBACCO
The illegal tobacco trade is a serious threat to the health and safety
of Canadians. It is dominated by criminal organizations, which are
motivated by the potential of large profits which in turn fund other
criminal activities. In the case of many large seizures of illegal
tobacco, drugs and weapons have also been seized. Due to its low
selling price, illegal tobacco has the potential to increase smoking
rates which in turn results in an increase in health care costs for
which all citizens pay the price.    

The illegal tobacco trade varies greatly across the country.
Central Canada is the primary source of illegal tobacco
products found throughout the rest of the country. The illegal
tobacco market in the Atlantic region is almost entirely
supplied by criminal networks sourcing their supply from
Ontario, Quebec and New York State. The current
environment of manufacturing, distributing and selling
contraband tobacco products is different from what it
was in the early 90s when it was based primarily on the diversion
of legally manufactured products. Today, it’s driven largely by
illegal manufacturing, although it also features, to a lesser degree,
the illegal importation of counterfeit cigarettes which arrive in
Canada via marine containers.

Several factors contribute to Canada’s illegal tobacco market,
including smokers’ motivation to find cheap product, low public
recognition and appreciation for the consequences of illegal
tobacco, ease of access to illegal tobacco products especially by
our youth, and the illegal manufacturing and sale of tobacco
products. 

The illegal tobacco trade deprives all citizens of money
that could be used for things like health care and education.

Persons who are caught possessing or distributing illegal
tobacco can face fines, penalties and even jail time. 

Crime Stoppers recognizes the seriousness of this issue and its
effects on our communities and will continue to work with

law enforcement agencies and partners to combat the
illegal tobacco trade in Nova Scotia.  

If you have any information about illegal cigarette production or dealing, we encourage you to report it to Crime Stoppers by
calling the toll free tips line anytime at 1-800-222-8477(TIPS)

Your call will always remain anonymous and you may be eligible for a cash reward.


